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Eyepartner Releases TikiLIVE iPTV for ROKU Set Top Boxes 
 
MARATHON, FLORIDA, February 7, 2011.  Managing LIVE HD video delivery to set top boxes has been a 
challenge to media producers, broadcasting networks and corporations worldwide.  Eyepartner has developed 
a low cost iPTV middleware that delivers HD Live, VOD, and Channel Lineups directly to the affordable ROKU 
set top box.    TikiLIVE makes it easy for anyone to setup a channel and broadcast their stream in full HD, with a 
simple to use click-and-go interface.  The user can quickly arrange a playlist of pre-recorded video as well as 
offer it on a pay per view basis.  
 
The TikiLIVE iPTV platform, based on a patent pending streaming technology, requires no proprietary hardware 
or advanced training to use.   This solution was designed to easily broadcast and deliver LIVE streaming, VODs, 
and channel lineups in HD “over the top” directly to the ROKU set top boxes as well as to your streaming sites 
simultaneously. The TikiLIVE platform is to be made available through direct marketing along with various OEM 
channel partners, distributors. 
 
"Professionals, movie makers, broadcasters and enthusiast alike now have the ability to schedule content and 
broadcast their HD media directly into the living rooms of their audience through the ROKU set top box; 
quickly, easily and without purchasing proprietary hardware" as quoted by Tim Green, President of Eyepartner. 
 
So, how does it work?  Eyepartner offers a simple application with an easy to use dashboard that can be 
accessed from any Web Browser.   The user is offered live broadcasting tools, VOD uploading capabilities to 
arrange playlists and publish channel lineups.  All media is conveniently hosted and streamed from Eyepartner 
central server farms.  The user may decide to publish a combination of LIVE, VOD or channel lineups.    The 
user may set the content as free or on a pay per view basis.  The stream is instantly streamed to a channel 
onto the ROKU set top box.   
 
Eyepartner offers simple "how-to" tutorials that walk the user through the broadcasting process with simple 
step-by-step instructions.    For more information on how this works, users may sign up www.tikilive.com for a 
free trial run of the TikiLIVE platform.  
 
About Eyepartner, Inc. 
Eyepartner is a privately-held company based in Marathon, Florida and has been developing and implementing 
solutions to clients worldwide.  Eyepartner is a streaming media software development company as well as a 
rich media hosting and CDN provider.  Established in 2007, Eyepartner delivers turn-key and custom social 
broadcasting solutions, entertainment portals and have delivered enterprise, education, advertising and 
government solutions.  For more information, including co-branding OEM opportunities, please visit our 
website at http://www.Eyepartner.com/ or call: 305.289.4557.  All trademarks acknowledged. 
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For more information on the company and its products, visit: http://www.Eyepartner.com. 
# # # 
 
MEDIA ONLY CONTACT(S):  
Tim Green  
Eyepartner, Inc. 
305-289-4557 
Tim.Green @ Eyepartner.com 
 
About Roku, Inc. 
The market leader in streaming entertainment devices for the TV with over 1 million units sold, Roku has 
always believed that anything you want to watch, listen to, and enjoy should simply be there on your TV, 
whenever you want it. Roku streaming players are renowned for their simplicity, variety of entertainment 
choices, and exceptional value. Roku is privately held and based in Saratoga, Calif. 
 
For more information on the company and its products, visit: http://www.Roku.com. 
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